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FIG. 3.

(57) Abstract: Software deployment to server nodes within 
large-scale networked systems is provided using image-based 
deployment. A mostly immutable image is provided at a central 
service and transferred from the central service to the server 
nodes. The image includes a base image, which is immutable, 
and a delta image, which is writable and provides role-specific 
and/or node-specific state to the base portion. When a server 
node receives an image from the central server, the server node 
stores the image intact without installation. The server node then 
runs software directly from the stored image.
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SOFTWARE DEPLOYMENT IN LARGE-SCALE NETWORKED SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND

[0001] Large-scale networked systems are commonplace systems employed in a variety

of settings for running applications and maintaining data for business and operational functions.

For instance, a datacenter may provide a variety of web applications (e.g., email services, search

engine services, etc.). Large-scale networked systems include a large number of server nodes, in 

which each node is a physical machine or a virtual machine running on a physical host. Due 

partly to the large number of server nodes that may be included within such large-scale systems, 

deployment of software (both operating systems (OSs) and applications) to the various nodes and 

maintenance of the software on each node can be a time-consuming and costly process. In 

particular, software is traditionally installed and upgraded locally on each node such that 

installation and updates are specific to the individual nodes. A number of failures can occur that 

are only detected during an on-line provisioning and/or update process. Additionally, “bit rot” 

can occur when a machine is serially upgraded and patched locally. Bit rot refers to changes to a

local software state (e.g., OS configuration state) that may occur due to human or software 

errors. When this state changes, the behavior of the node may become unpredictable.

|0002| It is desired to address or ameliorate one or more disadvantages or limitations

associated with the prior art, or to at least provide a useful alternative.
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SUMMARY

[0002A] In accordance with the present invention there is provided one or more computer- 

readable media embodying computer-useable instructions for performing a method of deploying 

software to a plurality of server nodes within a large-scale networked system, the method

comprising:

creating a first image at a central service within the large-scale networked system, 

wherein the first image represents an operating system (OS) image of an OS state or an 

application image of an application state, such that the OS state and the application state are 

provided separately, and wherein said creating comprises:

building an immutable portion of the first image offline at the central 

service, wherein the immutable portion represents a common static state of the plurality of server 

nodes with an update applied, and

building a writable portion of the first image offline at the central service, 

wherein the writable portion represents a role-specific state particular to a role hosted on the 

plurality of server nodes, wherein the immutable portion and the writable portion are built 

separately;

centrally detecting errors within the update by assembling the immutable portion 

and the writable portion at the central service during deployment;

transferring the first image from the central service to a subject server node of the

plurality of server nodes that hosts the particular role, wherein the first image is stored at the

subject server node without perfonning an installation of the first image thereon; and

Iι
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running the software directly from the first image at one or more of the server nodes. 

[0002B] The present invention also provides one or more computer-readable media 

embodying computer-useable instructions for performing a method of deploying a software 

update to a plurality of server nodes in a large-scale networked system, the method comprising:

generating a new application base image at a central service by applying the 

software update to a previous application base image, wherein the new application base image 

represents an immutable portion of a new application image;

transferring the new application base image from the central service to each of the 

plurality of server nodes, wherein at least a portion of the plurality of nodes are running software 

directly from the previous application base image during the transfer and storage of the new 

application base image;

transferring node-specific application configuration settings from the central 

service to the plurality of server nodes, wherein the node-specific application configuration 

settings represent a writable portion of the new application image that provide role-specific states 

particular to roles hosted on individual server nodes within the plurality of server nodes, 

respectively;

while the plurality of server nodes are running software, storing the new 

application base image in a plurality of caches respectively associated with the plurality of server 

nodes, without installing the new application base image on the plurality of server nodes;

while the plurality of server nodes are running software, storing the node-specific

application configuration settings in the plurality of caches, respectively, as new application delta
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3A

images, each particular to one of the plurality of server nodes, wherein the new 

application delta image, a previous application delta image, the new application base image, and 

the previous application base image are maintained in the plurality of caches, respectively, as 

individual files in image form; and

performing a switching operation on at least one server node of the plurality of 

server nodes, wherein the switching operation comprises:

ceasing running the software directly from the previous application base 

image and the previous application delta image, and

rebooting the at least one server node and running the software directly 

from the new application base image and the new application delta image.

|0002C| The present invention also provides a computerized system comprising: 

a plurality of server nodes; and

a central service stored on one or more computing devices for storing an image 

and transferring the image to a plurality of server nodes,

wherein the image includes an immutable portion and a writable portion that are 

separately built and maintained offline at the central service and assembled upon transferring the 

image,

wherein building the immutable portion involves applying a software update to a 

previous base image,

wherein the writable portion of the image represents, in part, node-specific 

configuration settings of the plurality of server nodes, respectively, and
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3B

wherein the plurality of server nodes are configured to receive the image from the central

service, store the image without installing the image, and boot directly from the image, wherein 

the plurality of server nodes comprise one or more physical nodes or virtual nodes embodied on 

the one or more computing devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

[0003] Preferred embodiments of the present invention are hereinafter described, by way

of non-limiting example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Ιθ004| FIG. I is a block diagram of an exemplary computing environment suitable for

use in implementing embodiments of the present invention;

[0005] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system in which embodiments of the

invention may be employed;

(0006) FIG. 3 is block diagram of an exemplary on-node cache storing software images

for multiple roles and multiple versions in accordance with an embodiment of the present 

invention;

[0007] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram showing a method for deploying software to server

nodes in a large-scale networked system in accordance with an embodiment of the present 

invention; and

(0008] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram showing a method for deploying software updates to

server nodes in a large-scale networked system in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] Embodiments of the present invention relate to deploying software to server

nodes within large-scale networked systems. Embodiments employ image-based deployment, in 

which a mostly immutable image is provided at a central service and transferred from the central 

service to the server nodes. The image includes a base image, which is immutable, and a delta 

image, which is writable and provides role-specific and/or node-specific state to the base portion. 

When a server node receives an image from the central server, the server node stores the image

intact without installation. The server node then runs software directly from the stored image. 

[0010] The subject matter of embodiments of the present invention is described with

specificity herein; however, the description itself is not intended to limit the scope of this patent. 

Rather, the inventors have contemplated that the claimed subject matter might also be embodied

in other ways, to include different steps or combinations of steps similar to the ones described in

this document, in conjunction with other present or future technologies. Moreover, although the 

terms “step” and/or “block” may be used herein to connote different elements of methods 

employed, the terms should not be interpreted as implying any particular order among or 

between various steps herein disclosed unless and except when the order of individual steps is

explicitly described.

|0011] As indicated previously, embodiments of the present invention provide software

deployment to server nodes in large-scale network systems using image based deployment. As 

used herein, an “image” refers to any encapsulated namespace.
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(0012] Accordingly, in one aspect, an embodiment ofthe invention is directed to one or

more computer-readable media embodying computer-useable instructions for performing a 

method of deploying software to a number of server nodes within a large-scale networked

system. The method includes providing a first image at a central service within the large-scale

networked system. The first image includes an immutable portion and a writable portion. The

method also includes transferring the first image from the central service to the server nodes. 

The method further includes storing the first image at each server node without performing an

installation of the first image at each server node. The method still further includes running the

software directly from the first image at one or more server nodes.

10013] In another embodiment of the invention, an aspect is directed to one or more

computer-readable media embodying computer-useable instructions for performing a
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method of deploying a software update to a number of server nodes in a large-scale 

networked system. The method includes generating a new image by applying the software 

update to a previous image. The method also includes transferring the new image from a 

central service to the server nodes, wherein at least a portion of the nodes are running the 

previous image. The method further includes storing the new image at the server nodes 

without installing the new image. The method still further includes running software 

directly from the new images at one or more server nodes.

[0014] A further aspect of the invention is directed to a system including a central

service including one or more computing devices for storing an image and transferring the 

image to a plurality of server nodes. The image has an immutable portion and a writable 

portion. The server nodes are configured to receive the image from the central service, 

store the image without installing the image, and boot directly from the image.

[0015] Having briefly described an overview of the present invention, an

exemplary operating environment in which various aspects of the present invention may 

be implemented is described below in order to provide a general context for various 

aspects of the present invention. Referring initially to FIG. 1 in particular, an exemplary 

operating environment for implementing embodiments of the present invention is shown 

and designated generally as computing device 100. Computing device 100 is but one 

example of a suitable computing environment and is not intended to suggest any limitation 

as to the scope of use or functionality of the invention. Neither should the computing 

device 100 be interpreted as having any dependency or requirement relating to any one or

combination of components illustrated.

[0016] The invention may be described in the general context of computer code or

machine-useable instructions, including computer-executable instructions such as program 

modules, being executed by a computer or other machine, such as a personal data assistant
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or other handheld device. Generally, program modules including routines, programs, 

objects, components, data structures, etc., refer to code that perform particular tasks or 

implement particular abstract data types. The invention may be practiced in a variety of 

system configurations, including hand-held devices, consumer electronics, general- 

purpose computers, more specialty computing devices, etc. The invention may also be 

practiced in distributed computing environments where tasks are performed by remote- 

processing devices that are linked through a communications network.

[0017] With reference to FIG. 1, computing device 100 includes a bus 110 that

directly or indirectly couples the following devices: memory 112, one or more processors 

114, one or more presentation components 116, input/output ports 118, input/output 

components 120, and an illustrative power supply 122. Bus 110 represents what may be 

one or more busses (such as an address bus, data bus, or combination thereof). Although 

the various blocks of FIG. 1 are shown with lines for the sake of clarity, in reality, 

delineating various components is not so clear, and metaphorically, the lines would more 

accurately be grey and fuzzy. For example, one may consider a presentation component 

such as a display device to be an I/O component. Also, processors have memory. We 

recognize that such is the nature of the art, and reiterate that the diagram of FIG. 1 is 

merely illustrative of an exemplary computing device that can be used in connection with 

one or more embodiments of the present invention. Distinction is not made between such 

categories as “workstation,” “server,” “laptop,” “hand-held device,” etc., as all are 

contemplated within the scope of FIG. 1 and reference to “computing device.”

[0018] Computing device 100 typically includes a variety of computer-readable

media. Computer-readable media can be any available media that can be accessed by 

computing device 100 and includes both volatile and nonvolatile media, removable and 

non-removable media. By way of example, and not limitation, computer-readable media
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may comprise computer storage media and communication media. Computer storage

media includes both volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable media

implemented in any method or technology for storage of information such as computer- 

readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage

media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other

memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, 

magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage 

devices, or any other medium which can be used to store the desired information and

which can be accessed by computing device 100. Communication media typically 

embodies computer-readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data 

in a modulated data signal such as a carrier wave or other transport mechanism and 

includes any information delivery media. The term “modulated data signal” means a 

signal that has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to 

encode information in the signal. By way of example, and not limitation, communication

media includes wired media such as a wired network or direct-wired connection, and

wireless media such as acoustic, RF, infrared and other wireless media. Combinations of

any of the above should also be included within the scope of computer-readable media. 

[0019] Memory 112 includes computer-storage media in the form of volatile

and/or nonvolatile memory. The memory may be removable, nonremovable, or a

combination thereof. Exemplary hardware devices include solid-state memory, hard 

drives, optical-disc drives, etc. Computing device 100 includes one or more processors 

that read data from various entities such as memory 112 or I/O components 120. 

Presentation component(s) 116 present data indications to a user or other device. 

Exemplary presentation components include a display device, speaker, printing 

component, vibrating component, etc.
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[0020] I/O ports 118 allow computing device 100 to be logically coupled to other

devices including I/O components 120, some of which may be built in. Illustrative 

components include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, printer,

wireless device, etc.

[0021] Referring now to FIG. 2, a block diagram is provided illustrating a system

200 that facilitates deploying software to server nodes in accordance with an embodiment 

of the present invention. It should be understood that this and other arrangements 

described herein are set forth only as examples. Other arrangements and elements (e.g., 

machines, interfaces, functions, orders, and groupings of functions, etc.) can be used in 

addition to or instead of those shown, and some elements may be omitted altogether. 

Further, many of the elements described herein are functional entities that may be 

implemented as discrete or distributed components or in conjunction with other 

components, and in any suitable combination and location. Various functions described 

herein as being performed by one or more entities may be carried out by hardware, 

firmware, and/or software. For instance, various functions may be carried out by a

processor executing instructions stored in memory.

[0022] Among other components not shown, the system 200 may generally include

a central service 202, server nodes 204, and a network 206. Each of the components of the

system 200, including the central service 202 and server nodes 204 may comprise any type 

of computing device, such as computing device 100 described with reference to FIG. 1, for 

example. The components may communicate with each other via a network 206, which 

may include, without limitation, one or more local area networks (LANs) and/or wide area 

networks (WANs). Such networking environments are commonplace in offices, 

enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets, and the Internet. It should be understood 

that any number of central services, server nodes, and networks may be employed within
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the system 200 within the scope of the present invention. Additionally, although many 

other components of the system 200 are not shown, those of ordinary skill in the art will 

appreciate that such components and their interconnections are well known. Accordingly, 

additional details concerning components not shown in the system 200 are not further

disclosed herein.

[0023] The central service 202 may include one or more computing devices (such

as the computing device 100 of FIG. 1) for managing deployment of software (OS and/or 

applications) to the server nodes 204 within the system 200. The central service 202 is 

responsible for building and storing the images. Additionally, the central service 202 is 

responsible for transferring images to the server nodes 204.

[0024] Embodiments of the invention employ image-based deployment, by which

at least two things are meant. First, each server node 204 is sent an exact image of the

software that node 204 is to run. The server node 204 doesn’t assemble its software by 

first installing an OS from one location, then installing additional support software, 

potentially from another location, and finally installing the application software from a 

third location. Instead, the server node 204 receives its software in a package, ready to 

run. Second, the server node 204 runs the software directly from the deployed image. The 

node 204 doesn’t just use the image as a source for installing the software on the machine, 

as this would be time-consuming and error-prone. Instead, the server node 204 actually 

boots the OS from the image.

[0025] Application state is separated from OS state by deploying at least two

distinct images (i.e., an OS image and an application image) to each server node 204. The 

images are built separately at the central service 202 and remain separate at the server 

node 204. Applications need to be aware of this separation. Accordingly, in an 

embodiment, the OS image on which an application runs shows up at a different drive
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letter than the application image. The specific drive letter assignments are not predefined,

but are available to the application through configuration.

[0026] Each software image (e.g., an OS image or an application image) in

embodiments includes a base image and a delta image. The base image is immutable (or 

read-only), while the delta image is writable. The delta image serves to provide role- 

specific and/or node-specific state to the base image. The role-specific and/or node

specific data may be written to the delta image at the central service 202 prior to 

deployment and/or at an individual server node 204 after deployment. The base image and 

delta image may be maintained separately at the central service 202 and merged at deploy

time.

[0027] The separation of OS and applications into separate images combined with

the use of base images and delta images, means that the “image” run by a node actually 

comprises a set of several physical files. Accordingly, an “image” refers to an entire set of 

files (all base images and delta images). An “OS image” or an “application image” refers 

to the set of files that make up the disk set (base image and delta image) for the OS image 

or the application image, respectively.

[0028] In one embodiment of the invention, the images are stored using the

Microsoft® Virtual Hard Disk (VHD) format, which specifies a virtual machine hard disk 

that can reside on a native host file system encapsulated within a single file. The VHD 

format provides differencing disks, in which a single logical disk is maintained in two

files: a “base” VHD file and a “delta” VHD file. In embodiments of the invention,

common state resides in the base VHD, while per-role and per-node state resides in the 

delta VHD. The base VHD is read-only, and any changes made to the emulated disk are 

written to the delta VHD. Although the VHD format is mentioned specifically herein, one
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skilled in the art will recognize that other packaging technologies (e.g., WIM) may be

employed within the scope of embodiments of the invention.

[0029] Image-based deployment in accordance with embodiments of the present

invention enable rapid and reliable server provisioning in several ways, including the 

following:

• There is no installation phase on the server nodes 204, so once an image is 
deployed to a server node 204, the node 204 can boot quickly into the assigned 
software.

• Images are assembled centrally at the central service 202, and any errors that occur 
during this phase are more easily detectable than errors that might occur during 
per-node installation.

• Server nodes 204 boot directly from the image, making it possible to deploy new 
images (either updates or different roles) in the background, while the nodes 204 
are running their current roles. Once the new images are in place, the nodes 204 
can boot into their new roles with minimal downtime. In some cases, the old 
images remain cached on the nodes 204, and, if necessary, the nodes 204 can be 
rolled back to their previous state with minimal downtime.

• Most of the content in the deployed images is identical among all nodes 204, and 
per-role state and/or per-node state are separated apart from common state using 
delta images. This allows the common state (the base image) to be sent 
simultaneously via multicast to all physical nodes 204 running that version of the 
OS or application image. This reduces the network bandwidth taken by deployment 
and makes roll-outs happen more quickly.

• Similarly, on a virtualization host, the vast majority of the OS data is the same 
among all assigned guest nodes, and only one copy of the OS base VHD needs to 
be sent to the host.

[0030] Image-based deployment also helps reduce the “bit-rot” problem because

patching on server nodes 204 is not required. Instead, when a patch needs to be installed, 

or a new version of the application is available, a new version of the image is created at the 

central service 202 and then rolled to the server nodes 204. This allows patch errors to be 

detected before deployment and ensure that all server nodes 204 run the same set of bits. 

If, in the course of normal operation, a given node’s state becomes corrupt in some way 

(e.g., because of a disk error), the central service 202 can, because it has the “truth” about
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the node’s state, redeploy the image and get the node 204 back into a known-good state

quickly and reliably.

[0031] In embodiments, image-based deployment also enables straightforward

deployment to both physical and virtual nodes by using the same image format for both 

modes, allowing the same base image to be deployed to all server nodes 204. To deploy 

an image for a virtual node, the image is sent to the root partition on the physical server

node 204, and then the virtual machine is run with that image attached as an emulated

physical disk. To deploy an image for a physical server node 204, an image is sent to a 

maintenance OS running on the node 204, and the image is stored (as a file) on the 

physical disk. The server node 204 is then rebooted directly from the image available 

natively on the disk. For instance, in some embodiments, the server node 204 is rebooted 

directly from the image using a special driver that makes the image available natively as a

disk.

[0032] Because image-based deployment separates static state from dynamic state,

the wear limit problems of flash drives may be reduced or avoided (by and large) by 

writing the base image once (i.e., when the image is built at the central service 202) and 

isolating writes to the delta image. In some embodiments, the base image may be written 

once and delta images may be kept in RAM, starting with a clean slate every time. This 

would avoid the wear limit problem altogether, and would be a suitable mode of operation

for stateless front-end server nodes.

[0033] Image-based deployment further enables the use of diskless modes of

operation. For instance, in one embodiment, a server node 204 may use a remote disk 

image (e.g., using Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI)). In another 

embodiment, a server node 204 boots from RAM, treating the image as a RAMdisk.
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[0034] As indicated previously, the central service 202 includes components for

building and servicing deployable images. Images are built offline (that is, not on active 

server nodes 204) by the central service 202.

[0035] For OS images, the central service 202 initially builds the OS base image.

In some embodiments, multiple OS base images may be built (e.g., different versions).

Service roles build on the OS base image by adding role-specific state. Examples of role- 

specific state include the enabling of OS optional components, the addition of external 

software, and the modification of OS settings. The central service 202 makes this role- 

specific state available for deployment by creating a delta image separate from, but linked 

to, the OS base image. Together, the common OS base image and the role-specific delta 

image become the OS image sent from the central service 202 to a server node 204.

[0036] In an embodiment, the process of building the delta image involves offline

configuration of the image followed by booting the image in an offline virtual machine. 

This virtual machine boot is used to run “online actions” that are queued during offline 

configuration once, rather than on every server node 204.

[0037] In some embodiments, the central service 202 also allows for node-specific

OS configuration settings, such as, for instance, settings specified by an application 

developer. In addition, there also may be node-specific OS configuration settings 

generated by the central server 202. These settings are deployed to the server node 204 

along with the OS image and are applied at the node 204 to a copy of the role-specific 

delta image to create a node-specific delta image. The node 204 boots the OS directly 

from this image.

[0038] Application images similarly include a base image and a delta image. In an

embodiment, application developers may provide a manifest describing their binaries and 

configuration settings, and this description is used to build the base image for the
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application. Node-specific application configuration settings are deployed to the server 

node 204 along with the application base image and are applied at the node 204 to create a 

node-specific delta image. The server node 204 runs the application directly from this 

image.

[0039] When OS and application patches and updates are available, the patches

and updates are not applied individually at the server nodes 204. Instead, the patches and 

updates are applied offline at the central service 202 to create new deployment images, 

which are then deployed to the server nodes 204. By creating new images at the central 

service 202 and then deploying the images to the server nodes 204, this process helps 

avoid the problem of failed or partially applied patches on server nodes 204.

[0040] As indicated previously, images built at the central service 202 are

deployed to the server nodes 204. In other words, images may be transferred from the 

central service 202 to the various nodes 204 within the system 200. In some embodiments, 

because base images do not contain per-node state, the same OS and application base 

images can be used by many server nodes 204. This means that when many nodes 204 

need to be provisioned at the same time, the same file needs to be copied many times. To 

reduce network bandwidth usage, embodiments of the invention use a multicast protocol to 

send the file to many nodes simultaneously.

[0041] After images are received at server nodes 204, the nodes 204 save the

images without installation. This allows server nodes 204 to maintain a cache of deployed 

images. In other words, because images are not installed on server nodes 204, but are 

instead retained in the image form, it is possible to cache multiple sets of images (e.g., 

different versions of an OS and/or application) on a server node 204. This design provides 

flexibility into the system and enables a variety of functions.
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[0042] First, allowing a server node 204 to include a cache of images provides the

ability to rollout new images in the background. In particular, when a new version of an 

OS or application image is ready to be deployed, the new version can be copied to the 

destination nodes 204 while those nodes 204 are running the previous version. This means 

that copy time is not downtime, and copying can proceed at a slower pace if network 

bandwidth is an issue, or it can happen during lulls in the network load (network 

bandwidth may also be conserved by using multicast transmission, as discussed 

hereinabove). Image download is decoupled from image activation, which allows for 

validation of downloaded images and gives more freedom in deciding when to switch 

nodes into the new version of the image.

[0043] In some embodiments, when a new version of an image is deployed, the

previous version is retained in the image cache on the server node 204. Tf a problem 

occurs during the rollout sequence—for example, if after activating the image on 500 of 

1,000 server nodes 204, it is noticed that the service is not behaving normally—the nodes 

204 that have already been moved forward can be rolled back very quickly by rebooting 

into the previous image. There is no need to download the previous image again or 

reinstall the previous image. Once the problem has been fixed, the rollout can be repeated. 

(Note that if the fix doesn’t involve changes to the new image, there’s no need to recopy

the new image.)

[0044] Embodiments also facilitate rolling a server node 204 back to a last known

good state. Changes that are made to the OS volume or the application volume on a node 

204 are stored in the delta image. The original delta image can be saved before the role is 

activated, and if problems occur because of changes, the original delta image can he 

restored without copying from the deployment server (i.e., the central service 202).
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[0045] Additionally, embodiments of the invention allow server nodes 204 to

easily switch roles using cached images. In particular, images corresponding to more than 

one role can be cached on a given server node 204. Accordingly, switching the node 204 

from one role to another is as simple as rebooting the node 204. There is no reinstallation

cost of making the switch.

[0046] Embodiments further facilitate identifying changes to a base image using

checksums. The base image is read-only on server nodes 204 because any changes are 

written to the delta image. This means that changes to the base image that occur due to 

errors (e.g., disk errors) can be detected through checksums. If such a change occurs, the 

base image can be recopied to the server node 204.

[0047] By way of illustration only and not limitation, FIG. 3 illustrates a block

diagram showing an example of the contents of an on-node image cache 300. In the 

present example, images are stored in the cached for two roles. For instance, role 1 may 

allow the server node to provide email services while role 2 may allow the server node to 

provide search engine services. As indicated previously, by caching images for both roles, 

the server node may be easily and quickly switched from one role to the other by simply 

rebooting the node. Additionally, two versions of role 1, version 1.0 and 1.1, are present, 

while only one version of role 2, version 1.1 is present in the cache. As described above, 

by caching multiple versions of a particular role, the server node may be quickly rolled 

back to a previous version if necessary. For instance, if version 1.1 of role 1 is the active 

role, the server node could be quickly rolled back to version 1.0 of role 1 by rebooting 

since the previous version is stored in the cache.

[0048] As shown in FIG. 3, version 1.0 of role 1 includes the OS vl.O base image

302, the OS vl.O delta image 304, the App I vl.O base image 306, and the App 1 vl.O 

delta image 308. Version 1.1 of role 1 includes the OS vl.l base image 312, the OS vl.l
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delta image 314, the App 1 vl.l base image 316, and the App 1 vl.l delta image 318. 

Version 1.1 of role 2 includes the OS vl.l base image 312, the OS vl.l delta image 324, 

the App 2 vl.l base image 326, and the App 2 vl.l delta image 328. Note that version 1.1 

of role 1 and version 1.1 of role 2 both use the OS vl.l base image 312, so only one copy 

of that image is stored in the cache and may be shared.

[0049] Turning to FIG. 4, a flow diagram is provided illustrating an exemplary

method 400 for deploying software to server nodes within a large-scale networked system 

in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Initially, as shown at block 

402, a software image is provided at a central service, such as the central service 202 of 

FIG. 2. The software image may comprise an OS image or an application image. As 

described above, the software image includes a base image, which is read-only, and a delta 

image, which is writeable. The delta image is intended to build on the base image by 

adding role-specific and/or node-specific state. In some embodiments, the central service 

may maintain multiple OS images and multiple application images and manages 

deployment of the various images to server nodes within the system (e.g., server nodes 204 

of FIG. 2).

[0050] As shown at block 404, the image is transferred from the central service to

destination server nodes for that image. In particular, a copy of the image at the central

service is sent to each of the destination server nodes. When a server node receives an

image from the central service, the server node saves the image without installation, as 

shown at block 406. As noted previously, this contrasts significantly from traditional 

deployment of software to server nodes. Traditionally, software is installed at each server 

node, which involves “unpacking” the individual files from the software and copying each 

individual file to disk. In contrast, in embodiments of the present invention, the image is
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saved to disk without installation. Accordingly, individual files of the software do not

exist as individual files on the server node but, instead, exist only as part of the image.

[0051] The server nodes next run the software directly from the image, as shown at

block 408. In the case of an OS image, the server nodes boot directly from the OS image. 

In the case of an application image, the server nodes run the application directly from the 

image. Accordingly, the server nodes don’t just use the image as a source for installing 

the software on the machines, but instead actually boot the OS from the image in the case 

of an OS image and run the application from the image in the case of an application image. 

[0052] As indicated previously, when software patches/updates are available, the

patches/updates are applied to images at a central service (e.g., the central service 202 of 

FIG. 2) as opposed to being applied at individual nodes. An exemplary method 500 for 

applying a software update in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is 

illustrated in FIG. 5. Initially, as shown at block 502, a software update is received at a 

central service. The software update is applied to a copy of a previous image at the central 

service to generate a new image offline, as shown at block 504. In an embodiment, to 

generate the new image, the current version of a base image is copied, and the new base 

image is mounted. The software update is applied, and the new base image is then 

unmounted. Role-specific delta images may also be regenerated. The new base image and 

a regenerated role-specific delta image together comprise a generated new image with the 

software update.

[0053] Note that in embodiments, images may be strongly versioned.

Accordingly, the previous image may be maintained at the central service in addition to 

the new image. Accordingly, multiple versions of an OS image or an application image 

may be maintained at the central service, which may manage deployment of the various 

versions to different server nodes depending upon each server node’s role.
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[0054] After generating the new image at the central service based on the software

update, a copy of the new image is transferred to each destination server node within the system 

(e.g., the server nodes 204 of FIG. 2), as shown at block 506. A server node may receive the

new image while the previous image is running, preventing any downtime during the image 

transfer. The server node saves the new image to disk without installation, as shown at block

508. Accordingly, the new image is saved to disk as an intact image in addition to any

previously cached images on the server node, including the image the server node is currently

running.

[0055] As shown at block 510, the server nodes next run the software directly from the

new image. In the case of an OS image, the server nodes reboot directly from the new OS 

image. In the case of an application image, the server nodes run the application directly from the 

image.

[0056] As can be understood, embodiments of the present invention facilitate image

deployment and management to multiple server nodes within large-scale networked systems.

The present invention has been described in relation to particular embodiments, which are 

intended in all respects to be illustrative rather than restrictive. Alternative embodiments will 

become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains 

without departing from its scope.

[0057] From the foregoing, it will be seen that embodiments of this invention are well

adapted to attain all the ends and objects set forth above, together with other advantages which 

are obvious and inherent to the system and method in light of this disclosure. It will be
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18A

understood that certain features and subcombinations are of utility and may be employed without

reference to other features and subcombinations. This is contemplated by and is within the scope

of the claims.

[0058] Throughout this specification and the claims which follow, unless the context 

requires otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", 

will be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or 

steps but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.

[0059] The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived 

from it), or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an 

acknowledgment or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or 

information derived from it) or known matter forms part of the common general knowledge in 

the field of endeavour to which this specification relates.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. One or more computer-readable media embodying computer-useable instructions 

for performing a method of deploying software to a plurality of server nodes within a large-scale 

networked system, the method comprising:

creating a first image at a central service within the large-scale networked system, 

wherein the first image represents an operating system (OS) image of an OS state or an 

application image of an application state, such that the OS state and the application state are 

provided separately, and wherein said creating comprises:

building an immutable portion of the first image offline at the central 

service, wherein the immutable portion represents a common static state of the plurality of server 

nodes with an update applied, and

building a writable portion of the first image offline at the central service, 

wherein the writable portion represents a role-specific state particular to a role hosted on the 

plurality of server nodes, wherein the immutable portion and the writable portion are built 

separately;

centrally detecting errors within the update by assembling the immutable portion 

and the writable portion at the central service during deployment;

transferring the first image from the central service to a subject server node of the 

plurality of server nodes that hosts the particular role, wherein the first image is stored at the 

subject server node without performing an installation of the first image thereon; and
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running the software directly from the first image at one or more of the server

nodes.

2. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 1, wherein the immutable 

portion of the first image comprises a base image and the writable portion of the first image 

comprises a delta image that includes the role-specific state and node-specific OS configuration 

settings, when the first image represents the OS image.

3. The one or more computer-readable media of claim I or 2, wherein running the 

software directly from the first image at one or more server nodes comprises booting the one or 

more server nodes directly from the first image stored at each of the one or more server nodes.

4. The one or more computer-readable media according to any one of claims 1-3,

wherein the method further comprises providing a second image at the central service, the

second image including an immutable portion and a writable portion.

5. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 4, wherein the first image 

facilitates operation of a server node in a first role and the second image facilitates operation of a

server node in a second role.
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6. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 4 or 5, wherein the immutable 

portion for the first image is the immutable portion for the second image.

7. The one or more computer-readable media according to any one of claims 4-6, 

wherein providing the second image at the central service comprises generating the second 

image at the central service by applying a software update to the first image.

8. The one or more computer-readable media according to any one of claims 4-7, 

wherein the method further comprises:

transferring the second image to at least one server node; and

storing the second image at the at least one server node without performing an

installation of the second image.

9. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 8, wherein the second image

is transferred to the at least one server node while the at least one server node continues to run

the first image.

10. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 8 or 9, wherein the method 

further comprises running the software directly from the second image at the at least one server

node.
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11. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 10, wherein the at least one

server node caches the first image and the second image, and wherein the method further 

comprises switching operation of the at least one server node from the second image to the first 

image.

12. One or more computer-readable media embodying computer-useable instructions 

for performing a method of deploying a software update to a plurality of server nodes in a large- 

scale networked system, the method comprising:

generating a new application base image at a central service by applying the 

software update to a previous application base image, wherein the new application base image 

represents an immutable portion of a new application image;

transferring the new application base image from the central service to each of the 

plurality of server nodes, wherein at least a portion of the plurality of nodes are running software 

directly from the previous application base image during the transfer and storage of the new 

application base image;

transferring node-specific application configuration settings from the central 

service to the plurality of server nodes, wherein the node-specific application configuration 

settings represent a writable portion of the new application image that provide role-specific states 

particular to roles hosted on individual server nodes within the plurality of server nodes, 

respectively;
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while the plurality of server nodes are running software, storing the new 

application base image in a plurality of caches respectively associated with the plurality of server 

nodes, without installing the new application base image on the plurality of server nodes;

while the plurality of server nodes are running software, storing the node-specific 

application configuration settings in the plurality of caches, respectively, as new application delta 

images, each particular to one of the plurality of server nodes, wherein the new application delta 

image, a previous application delta image, the new application base image, and the previous 

application base image are maintained in the plurality of caches, respectively, as individual files 

in image form; and

performing a switching operation on at least one server node of the plurality of 

server nodes, wherein the switching operation comprises:

ceasing running the software directly from the previous application base 

image and the previous application delta image, and

rebooting the at least one server node and running the software directly 

from the new application base image and the new application delta image.

13. A computerized system comprising: 

a plurality of server nodes; and

a central service stored on one or more computing devices for storing an image 

and transferring the image to a plurality of server nodes,
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wherein the image includes an immutable portion and a writable portion that are 

separately built and maintained offline at the central service and assembled upon transferring the

image,

wherein building the immutable portion involves applying a software update to a

previous base image,

wherein the writable portion of the image represents, in part, node-specific

configuration settings of the plurality of server nodes, respectively, and

wherein the plurality of server nodes are configured to receive the image from the

central service, store the image without installing the image, and boot directly from the image, 

wherein the plurality of server nodes comprise one or more physical nodes or virtual nodes 

embodied on the one or more computing devices.

14. The computerized system of claim 13, wherein the central service stores a

plurality of images and manages deployment of images to the plurality of server nodes.

15. The computerized system of claim 13 or 14, wherein the image comprises at least

one of an operating system image and an application image.

16. The computerized system according to any one of claims 13-15, wherein building 

the image offline at the central server comprises:

copying an immutable portion of a previous version of the image;
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mounting the copied immutable portion;

applying a software update to the mounted immutable portion;

unmounting the updated immutable portion;

regenerating a writable portion of the previous version of the image; and

linking the updated immutable portion to the regenerated writable portion while

maintaining the updated immutable portion and the regenerated writable portion separately at the

central service.

17. The one or more computer-readable media of claim 4, wherein the first image is

an OS image and the second image is an application image, and the first and second images are

transferred to the server nodes, and cached by the server nodes, while the server nodes continue 

to run previously transferred OS and application images.

18. The one or more computer-readable media according to any one of claims 1-11 

and 17, wherein the immutable portion of the first image is transferred to the server nodes using 

a multicast protocol.

19. One or more computer-storage media embodying computer-useable instructions, 

substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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20. A computerized system, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to 

the accompanying drawings.
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